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Abstract

The present stUdy tested a number of predictions 1) ,conc4ining the order of

acquisition of related t ral aRd spatial terpis, the*prediction that when

I

sucli terms are f rst a red children ire unable; tO apply them to more than
,

I

one reference e t/pos tion, and 31 th4frediction that the ability to apply

.

temporal'and sp tial terms to two refet4nce'events/positions is correlated

with performan on dognitive measures of .ttimporal.and spatial ordering.

ek-

Children .Of a 3-5 were t ted fgi their comprehension of sets of temporal
,

'1 ,

and spatial tirMs in taskilth 1 or 2 reference events/positions and were
.

i>7
administered easurestOi teporal'orderi'pg and seriation . yBefore and after

, .
'

,

t *A
were found to be Of!about eqUal difficu4y and the terms expressing simulta-

,

neit'y were ac ired,before the terms expres5ing succession. Some of the ppatial

antonym pairs s4wedobetter' comprehension of the marked member of the pair
,, . e

P ,

while otiaei showed superior performance on the unmarked member.- The second

dime?,siipnal term

A
,

te Pr'ioy7 redI iction

/,

dic ion 3), was ppheld only for the temporal

hoside was not acquired later than most primary dimensio
,

2) was supported for temporal, but not spatial:terms:

issonance between spoken order anil meaning.

constructión hQwir4 the greatest
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The Development of Relational Understandings

of Temporal and Spatial Terms

Aipumber of recent investigations of the r4lationship between semantic
.

development and concept, development have focused on the acquisition of

temporal or spatial terms'. Asidefrom their value in understanding,Semantlx-

developme,nt, these studies also 13rovide one of the best sour-0es of information

about the development of time and space concepts .in early childhood clentt
to

ava±lable. The present study is intended to clarify three main issues raised'.

by tliis research. The first main issue concerns the interrelation of various

temporal terms or spatial terms during their acquisition and the relatedness

Yerms of tHe tiro domains., PreviouS investigators have frequently posited

the existence of temporal and spatial semantic fields and assumed that their"

nature will be illuminated by studying the ori&r of acquisition of concep-

.

tually related terms.' In the temporal domain two sets of predictions were

tested.

The first prediction derivds fram E. Clark's (1971) semantic feature

theory of the acquisition of temp6ral terms. E. Clark ifypothesixes that children

learn the meanings of before and after by acquiring an ordernd set of components

of meaning. In ker analysis the - Prior eamponent underlying meaning of'

after is acqUired Jater than the Prior component underlying the meaning,of

before. Of 10 comprehension studiewwith findings relevent to E. Clark's pre-.
eft

dicted order of acquisition of before and after, two indicate that before is

an earlier achievement (E. C'lark, 1971; Feagans, 1974, 3-year-olds only) whfle

eight'shew a.difference of less than 10% Corredt or that after is understood

eeirlder (Amidon, 1976; Amidon and Carey, 1972; Barrie78lackley, 1913; Cok

4
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1978; French

114k and Tuinman,

I

and Brown, 1977; Friedman and Seely, 1976;

,1975)a These studies vary c4isiderably in

task, syntactic construction, and likelihood

of these dimension0 has been shown in one or

a
Johnson, 1975; Ritter_

;he age of bubjects,'

of the event sequence, and each

more of, the studies to be

sign6icant'source of variance. Folitexamp1e, in a recent paper Coker (1978)

showed that the disparity in results in many of the studies can bg,attribUted

to variation in the syntactic form of the command and to apparent interpretive

strategies used by the. Children. Ip Coker s study when a'prepositional

struction was used ihstead of the usuaa subordinate clause.construction, the

superiority,of before disappeared. HOwever, Coker's Study is a litled test/ . .
o

of Clark's hypothesis, since Coker's youngest subjects were 5-year-olds and

E.lark (1971) suggested that the semantic.features of before and, after wer.P

/acquired between about 311 and 411 years; In another study 3-, 4- and 5-yedr-

olds were tested on two tasks in which before and after werelembedded in sen-

-tences whose sUrface structure was similar Coker''s prepositional sentences.

Friedman and Seely (106) found no difference between the cOmprehensiOn of

S.

before and after atN years or 'at all ages combined, even thOugh in their tasks'

altr should have been re difficult due to the order of insertion Strategy

(lark, 1970). Even the 3-year-olds showed comprehension significantly above

chance levels for beforeand after with'these relatively siMple tasks and

commands. Since the.finding of "no difference" between before and after is a

negative one, It is'important to replicate. In this study we tested compre-
4

hension of befbre and after using a task similar to one of Friedman and peely's

d using the same syntactic form, "John jumps in Mary%" It should be

noted that'in this task, as in Friedman and

than in many of the other previous Studied,

Seely's, memory deMands are less

since the ordered emants differ
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in actor but not in the particular actioN In light of the task and cOmmand
411

simplicity of th6'present study arrthe young ages of the subjects, the

results, like those of-Friedman and Seeley; should be a reilitively sensitive

test of.the predicted order of acquisition of before And after.

A second issue concerns the acquisition of temporal terms expressing the'

succession or simultaneity, of two events. Fiaget's work (7469) indicates '

that both suCce-§sion and simultaneity are unstable concepts before age 8 or

0

41)6

9 years when temp ral cues in a demonstration conflict with spatial cuRs (see

also Levin 1977; L in Israeli and Darom, /9/8; and Siegler and Richakds,

1979), but,his theory does not predict which of the two concepts is more

. primitive. However, E. Clark (1970) and Keller-I-Cohen (Note 1)-do suggest that

the concepts are sequentially acquired but advance oppcfsite hypotheses. N.

Clerk (1970) claims, "The seinantic properties of t4e subordinate cpnjunctionp

used in these constructions pioint to a general development of the conceptOr

time, going from a recognition of the simultaneity of.two events to.the per-'

,
ception of an ordering relation beteen tcJo events (P. 283) ." This presumed

,4

ord r of acquisition is applied to semantic development inber featiare analyis

-

of the terms when, before and after (E. Clark, 1971). When is said to be un-
4

marked for the feature "siMultaneous" whereas before and after are both m;arked-

this feature. On the other hand, Keller-Cohen (Note 11) adkances the hypoth-.

esis that "sequence (precedA) simul neity in,language a'cquisition due to -

,

cognitive constraints on the child (p. 3)." Of six studies bearing on these

hypotheses, two show terMv expressing sequence better comprehended (Feagans,
^

1974; Keller-Cohen, Note 1), two show terms expressii.ng simultaneity better

comprehended (Amidon, 1976; Ginsberg and Abrahamson, Note 2), and two show no'

difference (Triedman and Seely, 1976; Kayra-Stuart, Note 3). These studies vary



in the age of subjects, the tasks, and the

in the analysis of succession-simultaneity

particular terms

differences in

Furthermore,

several of the

studies, t14.author collapses across partibular terms for succession or

esimultaneityJ In the present study we attempted to test the developmemtal

order, again usiilg simpler commands and tAaks%'than have Wien used in Most of

the previous studies' on the assumptidh that this would lead-to a more sensitive

test of the hypotheses.

44
In the spatial clomain, Clark (1973) proposed an analysis Of space

) perception and space langu#g which led to a number of developMental predic-

tions. :rwo-af these predictions'are relevant to th present study. First, .

he claims that antonym pair (e.g., ahead-behind) are conceptual1y,asymmetric,

in that one member can be defined as a natural "positive" and the other a

natural "negative ) H. clark predicts that poiitive terms will be acquired

priár to tneir negative antonyms. The determination of the positive member.

depends upon a detailed analysis of the logical properties ofispace, but in

each of the following pairs to be tested'the former term is designated positive:

before-after, aheadof-behind, above-below. Second, he suggests that certain

terms (e.g., beside) refer to a "secondary dimension" which must be defined

with respect to a ?primary dimension", such as above-below or front-back.

H. Clark predicts that terme referring tu secohdary dimensions will," be acquired

after terms referring to primary dimensions. Previous studies of spaLial

-
relational terms have failed to support the predicted order of,acquisition

'#6f- antonym pairs (Friedman and Seely, 1976; Kuczaj and Maratsos, 1975), but

Kucazj and Maratsos'finding that side was understood at later ages than front

'or back supports H. Clark's (1973) second prediction. The present study tests

each of these predictions and includes the tArms above and below which were

not tested in the4other two studies.',



A final prediction.4Concerning sets of spatial and temporal terma is made

by H. Clark .(1973). He assumei that temporal conceptions are based on spatial

conceptions%aad concludes that ".'..spatial expressions should appear before

Lae expressions and, in particular, eaCh term that can be used both spatially

and temporally should be acquired in its spat41 sense first (1973, p. 57)."

While there is support from the production studies cited by H. Clark' that child-

,

ren use locative terms earlier than they use temporal terms, there is nq reliable

evidence supporting hi q1aim that temporal conceptions are based on spatial

conceptions. Comprehexoion studies of witfi`jeint spatial and temporal

reference have shown that 'many of the t rms appear toloe acquired 'first in

/

their temporal sense. Friedmah and Seely (1976) tested several terms described

by H. Clark (1973) as temporal terms derived from a spatial metaphor. They found

-
that before and after are better comprehended'in their temporal senses while

'behind was better understood in its spatial sense. Two other terma, first and

last, vier also biter understood.in temporal tasks. Feagans (1974) also

showed that before was better comPrehended temporally at three years but

found no difference between'the spatial and temporal senses of after. 'The

present study provides an additional opportunity to test Clark's prediction.

Tlie second main issue arises from the observation that young children

often produce responses to spatial and temporal relational terms which, waile

appearing eorrect, actually suggest a more limited understanding of the terms

than is true for adults'. In the case of temporal terms, Coker (1978) noted

that in one task her subjects responded to 104 of the sentences calling for

two,actions by performing only a single action. Friedman and Seely (1976)

Obseleved similar belavia in their study,' though this was n'ot reported.. For

example, their subjects often responded to sentences such as "'John gets upL
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%

tie relational nature of the terms is less*salient for young children than

, -

before Mary" by making only John get upf These responses may indicate that

1

for adults. It may be that early meanings of terms like before or after

Connote an absolute temporal position, such as "first and only" or "end of

the sequence". One way to test for relati8nal understandi s of temporal

terms is to'use more than one reference event. Coker (1978) used a proced

in tido of her tasks in %Ouch children responded to questions including the

terms before or after by,making judgments about a memorized three event -8.

sequence. W.1 six possible relations.were tested. 'Over 60% of the 51/2-year-

4

olds made at least 'one error with one or the other prepositional dentence con-
'

struction. A comparison of the performance of Coker's 51/2-year-olds with that

of Friedman and Seely's (1976) 5-year-o1ds'cm a different task with a single'

reference event suggests that before and after are responded to somewhat, more

accurately when,children relate one event to another than when they judge

relationships in a three event sequence. A more direct comparison can be

matle in the present study between term comprehension for two and three event

sequences, since comparable tasks arld the same children will be used.

.

Several studies suggest-that the early comprehension of spatial terms may

also fail to reflect the relational nature of the understanding of older

children'ana,adults. Fbr example, Kuczaj and Maratsos (1975) fo nd that

children between 21/2 and 4 years,Could peSint to the fronts and backs of various

t.7

fronted objects it an earlier age tha4 they cOUld place a standard in front of

or in baFk.of the-objeCts. It ispossible that even the children who sucCeed.

on the standard placement task are simply extenAing their understanding of

,inherent fronts and backs to include contiguous space. Windmiller

posed a si.milar interpretation, using Piaget and Inhelder's (1956)

(1976) 40T0-

distinction

4
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8

between topological And projective spacti, to acCount for certain other find-
.

-

ings. In addition, a'number of studies (Elkind, 1961; Laurendeau 'and Pinard,

1970; Piaget,. 1928) of'the comprehension of the terms left and right_ have

shown that the ability to apply thpse terms to the relative position of three
4.4

objects is a later achievement than the ability oi the child to identify his
9

era

inherent left and right or llose of another.-Nrson facing the child. In the

present study we will attempt to distinguish re ational from positional under-

standings of the terms before, after, Woove and below by contrasting perorm-

ance.on a task with I reference pe3sition with performanCe on a task 4ith 2

reference positions.

The third main issue concerns the relationship between the understanding

of temporal and spatial terms...ahd the development of space and time concepts.

Several researchers iLive reported positive relationsKips between performance

on' time or space language tasks and tests of concepts in the sane domain (Weil,

1970, cited in Beilin, 1975; Windmiller, 1976) or general cognitive development

(Ferreiro artd Sinclair, 1971). In this study we assumed that the abilities

4 0econtributing to a relational understanding otemporal and §patial terms such

as befbre and after in the case6f 3 events/objects are akin to those of non-

.

linguistic tasks that

earlier or later ones

For this reason each

orderinein addition

Subjects

f

require the child to elate the time of an event to

or the length of a stick to.larger or smaller ones.

child was administered tests of seriation and temporal

to the tests of spa'tial,and temporal relationalo'terTs.

jgethod

Two groups of subjects were tested: (1) 13 3-year-olds ranging from

3-5 to .4-2 with a mean age elf 3-9,.and (2) 12 5-year-olds ranging from 4-10

".

t

f4.
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to 5-10 with a mean age of 5-6. The younger grlep had 7 females and §,iales,
,

and the older group had equal numbers of each sex. The Subjects weli'recruited

from 2 private. ntirsery schools and a public day care cepter. Only children

4

whose parents gave consent were included. Three 3-year-olds refused to

participate:

Prodedure

Children were tested individually by-2 experimenters, one of whom admin-

istered the procedure while the other scored iesponses. After learning the

names of 3 dolls Snoopy, Linus and Lucy, children were invited to play some

games. The testing preicedure consisted of" 4 language teaks (2 temporal and

. 4 \
2 spatial) and 2 cognition tasks. On each of two days children,were tested

on one temporal language task, one spatial language task and one.cognition

4
task. Given these restrictidns, eaSks were randomly assigned to sgssions

and ordered within sessions. Occasionally, the procedure was distributed .

over mord thah 2 sessions when chijdren seemed tfi. lose interest.

Insert Figure 1 about here

-

A plexiglas apparatus (see Figure 1) was used for both spatial tasks.

2 doll ,(52) and 3 doll (53). Ea6h. of 5 levels consisted of an array of

circular slots.into which the doll bases fit. In 52 a single reference

doll, Lucy, was positioned in the center slot of level 24 On trials in

whloh the test word implied a response on the horizontal plane, Lucy faced

toward the child's right,or left. On trials in which a vertical axis reSponse

was correct, Lucy facdd the child. 'The differential orientation of the

reference doll.may have*inadvertently helPed child en distingUish vertical
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from horizontal items, but there is no obvious reason wh501-one set or the

other would have been made easier-4)K this cue. Before testing began the

ekperimenter Awed most bf,the possible plaCements of the Snoopy doll and

enCouraged the child to show others. During the test trials subjects mani-
,

pulated the Snoopy doll, placing'it in,response tb each test-wtence: The

form of each S2 sentence was, "Snoopy is Lucy." The terms tested Were
,

before, after, ahead of, behind, beside, together with, above and below.-
Each term was tested twice. The first ocourrence.of each term was randomly

placed in the first half bf the set and the second occurrence in the second

half of the set. Each test iteri was scored as correct or incorrect, and for

.each error the placement of4the Snoopy doll wAs recorded. If a stibiect tailed

all the items in the first half of the set, the secondhalf was delrted, and'

.4
-the deleted items were scored incorrect.

;la S3 both Linus and Lucy,were iised as stationary Teferenee deals.

horizbntal-correct trials'the- reference dolls were placed along-the left-right
?

axis of level 2 in the 2 slots adjacent to the enter slot, and both faced to

the let or-right of the child. Thus, the horizontal planarresponses

before, after,and between both dolls and beside the center slot. Nbnhorizontal

planar responses were also Possi4vle. On Vertical-correct trials W.nus and

Lucy were placed in the center slots of level 2 arld level 4 facing the child.

If a correct interpretation of a sentence required either Linus Or Lucy to be

,placea ahead of or above the other, the reference dolls were arranged accor#ngly.

'Test sentences were-of the fdrm, "Snoopy is Linus/Lucy and

Linus/Lucy (other doll )," for the cobinatiQns before before (befbef),,after

tit

afteT 0.ftaft), bIsfore after (befaft), above above (abvabv), below below lbelbel)
4

and below aboveb(belabv). Foi the terms be4tween 4viith vertical prientation of
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. a

11

the reference dolls, betver). and between. (with horizontal ordentetion of the'.----- _....,-.._ _
,. t'

.--- ,- - -
.

.

reference d011s, betho'r) sentenCes were of-the fOrp, "Snoolvvile.
.. ._ .

.sI. ,
.

Linus' and Lucy.(or IdcY:andkLinus)." Bach1combination Was tested twice with

-

tbe order of mention of the reference dolls.reVersid: -Possible vertical and.

boriiontaI-responses Wete-modele& or e4cited prior ti) teiting, and scaring'

was-similar to that of the S2atas1.

The,Z event temporal task (T2) and the 3 event temporal. task (T3) 4sed

uncovered.square plastiC food containers, one of which was invextadi.vdo*

suggest a swimming pool and diving deck. In T2 only Snmopy and Lucy wer.e

placed 'on the deck. In T3 all 3 dolls were used. Before each task the experi-
, e

menter demonstrated the possible sequences in which the dollg coulq juMia in the

swimming' pool and both orall of the dolls jumping in simultaneouSly. For T2,,

,sentences were, of the form, "Snoopy jumps in Wcy,"'and thi test

terms were: before, after', together with and at the same time as. Each term

.was 'tested 3, times (in order to make the assumed probability of being correct

on all trials for a terM by chanceresponding comparable'to that of the other

tasks).'

T3 sentences were of the form, "Snoopy jumps in
1

Linus/Lucy (other doll) ," for the compinations: before Albefore

Linus/Lucy and

(befbef) after after (aftaft), 1];efore after (befaft) and after before (4ftbef).

For the terms together with sentences took the form "Snoopy jumps in

Linus and Lucy (or Lucy and Linus)." The latter sentences differed syntactically
4

from the former set but seemed more natural. Each term or combination was pre-,

4".

sented.twice with the order of mention of'the referenceiogplis reversed.

IV.

Responses on T2 amd T3 were scored as, correct or incorrect and the nature of

the errors was recorded. For each of the spatial and temporal tasks individual'

sUbject's correctness sceres on each term could be treated as pitoportion correct'
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. or dichotomized -into the categories: consistently correct or at least one
A

error. The assumed probability of consistently correct performance for, each'
r

.

'

term .by chance alone could_be derived froi6 the.number of ikcasible alternative

resp6nses an'd the nu4er of,repetitions. Thi was computed to Wer E.< .05 for

each term in each task.

The cognition tasks consisted of I test ofseriation and 1 test of tem-

poral ordering. The seriation task is derived,from Elkind's (1964) moo-Jiff-
.

cation of Inhelder and Piaget's procedure and is deicribed.in Friedman (1917).

. The ser,iation score.(SerYev) ranged from 0 to 6 depending on the child's

ability to reconstruct a modeled ordering by iength of 14 wooden sticks. The

temporal ordering task was Friedman's (1977) daily activities test (DA). D.

A

score ranged fron 0 to 3 depending on the cEild's success in ordering cards

depdicting familiar daily activities (waking tip, eating breakfast, working at

school, playing.outside, eating dinilef 'and tileeping at night). One point

was awarded for A coirect ordering of 4 cards, 2 for this plus subsequent,

corrdct insertion of an.additional card and 3 for a correc initial, ordering

ind the correct insertion of both additional cards.

Results

The copprehension of most terms improved with age, as Shown by Signifi-

cant correlations between age in months and proportion oorrect. The following

terms-failed to show a significant correlation.with "as;tf, Pearson r's < .34,

4'

Els > .05: spatial-together, above, belabv and temporal-T2 together, same,time,

befbef and befaft.

Insert Table aboUt here



Table I !hows that triere is

individudl terms, as measured by,

formance.

,
.

Acquisition of.Relate,0 'Terms

_ ... _ .

gpecific predictions tout th&f order of acquisiti elated terms were: .

-

variation n the'diff cultr of '

. 14
r of children howing efect pee-- -

.1.

tested by performing repeated m apures .t.-test"on"..t,he pro rtion Correct scores.
_

/ --)
Mean proportion correct as a tion of age is sh4n 'for eacll task in Table 2.

4

In the temporal domain, E. Cla (1971) 5uggest61"that before is understood

Inser Table 2'about here
a

4

prior to after and that the latter would initially be misinterpreted to mean

the former. Neither .prediction was supported'in the present study. The two

. J'
terms had nearly ide tical overall means. The slightly higher mean of before

for the 3-year-olds1 did not differ significantly from thq of after. Tn.

addition, the /7x-cir data .shows thatH"before" responses to the term after were_

even less frequeqt,than "after/ responses to beforeAll Out of 23 errors for

t 7. '1

t_he former vs- 15 opt -of 24 errorS for the latter), se,cond set of compari.,

sons of the TZ,terms suggests that the terms fort simultaneity are better under-
..

4
stood than those for succession 'and that the latter are of about equal difficulty. .

Only 2 significant differences were found: 'ivet'her with is better understood

than before and after with the age groups combined, ts ,(44) > 2.42, e..'s

.03. Terms,explessing simultaneity are not easier simply becau forming

Ale actions atrthe same time is a 9en4ral default response to noncoMprehens on , 0

since simultaneity responses,oconstituted only 30% of the
-c.

before and after verus 56% antonym responses.

4
t

errors for the terms

.t
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4

14

% In the spatial domain, H. Clark (1973) predicted the acquisition of
,4

before, ahead oi7and above before their,antonyms and the acquisition of this/

whole set before the tesrm beside. None of these predictions was supported

First after waspslightly better understood than.before ovirall, though this

difference was not reliaLe. Behind was significantly better, understood.than

,k

ahead of, t (24) = 3.36, E < .01. Above was better comprehended th

but this-difference was not significant. Even the slight superiorit*Of above'
.

may be attributable to a tendency of children who-don't understand,t4ferm to

produce an "above" response. Thirty-seven percent of the errors for'the terms

before and after consisted of putting the Snoopy doll above Lucy. uch non-
.

.

linguistic response. strategies have been' fofd in other studies

I

cond, comprehension O.Cbeside wascussed by E. Clark (1973, 1974, 1975).

not the latest achieVement of the set,

are dis-

Beside only differefts*Oificantly

frOm 3 SZ terms: It was more poorly understood than behind, $023) 3.1a,

< .01, but was better understood than before and after,,t'024) > 2 .30,

. E' s < . 04 .
0

H. Clark (1973) predicted that trms which could be both spatislly

and temporally would first be understood in 'their spatiaisense, and that

comprehension of temporal terms in general would emerge later'than that of

spatial termS. There was no support for eitber prediction. Table 3.shows a

comparison of terms or combinations which can be used botb temporally and

Insert Table 3 about here

spatially: Of the 5 co4arisons showing-significant differences 4 disPlayed,

temporal priority and 1 spatial priority. An exaMinatiop_of S2 and T2 terms



,
in Table dicates

.
that the'acquisition of spatial and tempoial terms is

a.concurr t procesS, since some spatial terms are better understood than the

. .

.tempora set wile eas others are more gooi'ly understood. There is'some risk

,
. /..

inhe t in coMparing performance.levels from different taskg as is done.
/

sinceithe taski are not pure measuos of temporal and spatial compet-

Aiowever, it is reassuring that performance levels for the-best under-

'
Stood terM ineach task are comparable (Tables' 1 and 2).

Effect of 14ult41e Reference Events or ObjeCts

We founa Support for the prediction that temporal tera would be.more

difficult, to apply to 3 eventstasks than to 2 event tesks. Seyeral dompari-

sons between T2 terms ind T3 combinations (Table 2) were performed. First,

proportion correct scores for individual subjects were pooled for the T2

terms before and after and divided by 2 'and compared to main scores for the

4 T3 combinations divided by'4. The former index showed higher levels of

comprehension than the latter, t (24), = 4.14, p_< .01. The T2 terins expressing

simultaneity were not Significantly different from tociether with in T3, and

all 3 d similar means4 '} comparisOn af individual T2 lerms with corresponding

T3 combinations 5howed tha

t (24) = 2.16, E .05, whereas befordand befbef hdd identical overall means.

aftaft wa'S more poorly. understood than after,

However, there is some reason to sdspect that the befbef scores overestimaied
.14

the competence of some children, since 57%, of the errors on aftaft, befaft

and aftbef consisted of utiaking the Snoopy doll jump in before the 2 refel!ence

dolls. This response should account for,less than 17% of these errors if

responding were due to random ordering. Such responding may represent a kind

of "order of mention" strategy (E. Clark, 1970 .1971) in that Snoopy was always'
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mentioned first. Aftbef-and befaft appeared tf bethe most difficult terms

-

'9i, either the temporal or spatial sae. Thfr were significantly More poOrly

understooa tAan befbef, aftaft and the T euccessipn terms. Table 2 shows

that at 3.,e41's understanding'o'f.,af and befaft is very poor, and aE 5

years yorrect performance is comm opIly for aftbef, which-differs from befaft

in.the fact that the order in w 01 the refekenbe dolls act is concordant

with their order of mention e. instruction. The difference at 5 years

between aftbef and lpfaft 's significant, t (11) is 3.53, E < .01.

The effect of two reference objects on the comprehension of spatial.

te.alzs was less clear. A corarison of terms in 52 with related combinations

in 53 indicates that dpale reference is more difficult for some spatial,

terms butnot for others. Two of a possible'41 comparisons showed significant

d'Aferences. Afte3 is better understood than aftaft,, t (23) .c 2.05, 4 .01,

and above is better comprehended than abvabv, t (23) I. 2.89, II < .01. Below

and belbel approa4ed a significaht level, t'..(23P= 2.00, E < .06, -whereas

before and befbef have nearly identical means. Of the antonym combinations,

aftbef actually appeared to be easier than before, after, befbef and aftaft,

though only the last difference is significant, t (23) m 2.70, a < .02.

However, the swetiority of aftbef may be due to yet another instance of a

response bias of subiects who do not understand a sebtence: 41% of the errors

.
for befbef and aftaft consistedof placing Snoopy between the other dolls.

The other antonym combination; be abv, appeared slightly more difficult than

below and somewhat more difficult than above, but neither difference was

found to be reliable. Belabv appears easier than abkrabv or belbel at 3 years

and harder at 5 years, but none pf these ditferences is statistically sig-
,

nificant. Again, a-respons ias..rnay have led o overestimation of this
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.

antonym4combifiati,on, since,the "between vertical" response accounted fox'

,

35% of 'the errorsjfor the combinations abvabv and belbel.

Two.terms in S3, betver and bethor, were not related to,speciffc h

theses. Betver was significantly better comOrehended than befbef aftaft

and belbel, and bethoi Was responded to more-accurately than aftaft. How ver,
3

V

each, of these differences may be confounded by.the apprent'response bi'ases

previously 'mentioned, that'favor placing Snoopy between the reference dolls.
.

Relationship to Indices of Concept Development

8oth Serlev, Pearson r fiR3) = .68; E . .01, and DA, r ('23), .53, E

< .01, are correlated with age. At 3 years 85% of subjecti failed to order

at least 4 items in either task, whereas at 5 years 75% met this criterion

on Serlev and 58% met it on DA. Serlev and DA are correlated without, r (23)

r
.67, E < .01, and with, partial r (22) _50 2.< .01, age controlled, rep-

S.

licating Friedman's (1977).'finding with 4- to 10-year-Olds.

Many terms were fairly well understood at 3 years at which age few

children could seriate or order the cards in the DA taski The Order of

acquisition.of the linguistic and cognitive measures could pe statistically

-4 4

.
tested by dichotomizing Sorlev and DA (plus or minus correct ordering of at

ir

-41east 4 items) and term comprehension scores (plus or minus perfect perform-

ance) and examining cross talAulationg of the cognitive indices with each term.

If'more subjects succeeded on one index and failed on the other than the

reverse, *then the former would be a prior achievement. BinolQial tests were

performed co 4e off diagonal cells with alpha = .05, two tailed, as the sig-

nificance level. The followfing terms preceded Serlev by these criteria: S2

behind, T2 together with, T2 saMe.tifie T3 together with and one term, T3 befaft,

follpwed it. Nine terms preceded' bA-: .S2 aiead, 52 behind, 52 beside, S2 above,

I 9
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S3 beArer, T2 before, T2'together with, T2 same tine and T3 together with.

T3 befaft was a later achievement-than DA,. ,
, .,

. ..\ s .

- With the exception of-betimr and the temporal limultaneity,items, none
_

.

, i
.

.
,

. - ,
, . 4

. i
.

,.. 4
, of the instancelrof.terms preceding the cognitive measures are double reference.

However, while many ok the double reference items show.considerable progress

. between 3 Mhd 5 years when Serlev and DA are,improving markedly, there is
1

little evidence for specific.Correlations between the cognitive indices and

the comprehension itema. Most of the total set of 25 terns and combinations

were significantly,correlated wip DA and/or Serlev (30 out of 55 possible).,

but only 2 such relationships remained'at significant levels when the common

variance attributable to age Was partialled out. S2 before, partial r (22) mi

.50, < .01, and T3 befaft, partial r 22) r< .03, were. significantly

related tip DA with age controlled (and'trith age aild'Serlev controlled). In

the 5-year-old group T3 befaft was significantly coirelated with.m, Pearson

r (23) 57, E < .03. These data give little support to the predicted,rela-
.

tionships between S3 items and seriation and between T3 items and temporal

ordering performance. Only jine iteM, T3 befaft, showed correlations consist-

ent with the prediction.

Discussion

Several predictions were,tested con.erning the relaitioal between indivi-

1 temporal ind spatial terms during their acquisition. The 'pattern of

results for the temporal terms does not support either E. Clark's (1971)

semantic feature analysis of tempbral terms or Keller-Cohen's (Note 1)

hypothesis that the concept of successio4 is acquired prior to the concept

of simultaneity. E. Clark's model onsistent with the finding that terms

20

4.
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.for i.,multaneity are bettsr understood than those for succession but cannot

19

accbunt for the apparent concurrent acquisition of before and after or the

failure to show more "before" interpretations. for after than the reiierse.

Since the conclusion that before and after ars5oncurrent acquisitions A(s
AIL

based in part on a "no difference" finding, and negative findings of this sort

have unknown reliability, it is desirable to find confidence limits for the

difference in comprehension scores. In finding these limits wte restricted

consideration to children Under 5;0,,since the inclusion.Of older.children

who understand both terms would lead to an underestimate of comprehension

differences that may exist during Acquisition ofthe terms. In order to*
achieve a Sufficient sample size we included 3- and 4-year-olds from three

, a
separate studies: Friedman and Seely (1976), the present study, and.a sub-

.

serqueht unpU41ished study by the author. In all three studies before and

after were.embedded in sentence.s similar to those of T2. While these commands

have the advantage of relative simplicity of surface structure, it stiould be

observed that they also introduce a bias of unknown magnitude in favor of E.

Clark's (1971) prediction, since the Seaning'of all after sentences violates
-

t4e order of mention of the actors. The-analysis of the proportion correct

of 55 subjects showed the mean superiority of before and 95% confidence limits

to 1;e + :12. An.alternative nonparametric analysis revealed that 17 child-

ren had superior comprehension scores for before, 14 for after, And 24 had

.egual scores for both. In light of the contradictory findings of previods

studies and the evidence presented here, it seems reasonable to conclude, with

Coker (1978), that before,is not regularly acquired prior tp.fter.

.A second finding of the pr sent study was the greater comprehension of

terms expreSsing siMultaneity than terms, expreSSing succession. Theie results
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appear consistent with those of Amidon (1976) and Ginsberg and Abrahamson

(Nete 2) but Inconsistent with those of Feagans (1974) and Keller-Cohen

(Note 1). .These studies are heterogenea:us,with respect to age of subjects,

terns syntactic form, and.tasks, and it seems likely that the obtained

developmental sequence depends upon each of these factors. By restricting

consideration to those studies'in which the whole sample consisted of 3- to

5-year-olds or 5-year-old's performance wAs reported separately; we can draw

some conclusions about what3- to 5-yearzo1ds know about terms expressing,

succes-sion and simultaneity. Tai(en together,'the daV of Feagans (1974) and

Amidon (1976), who used similar sentence forms, indicate that when is understood

better than before and after, but while is much more poorly understood than,

these terms. In the present study,together with and same time showed higher

comprehenSion scores than before and after. It appears that there are marked

differences in the difficulty of individual terms for simultaneity with while

*

being a harder form than together with, same time, and when. Though Keller-.

Cohen (Note 1) does not present the individual term scores separately, it

is likely that her,finding of superior performance on succession terms nay be

dile in part to including while in her simult ity set and including two

apparently easy forms of succession, and then (see E. C1ark,.1970) and first.

last (Amidon and darey, 1972) in her succession set.

Thekmost important conclusion4rbm the present data, coupled with the

findings of_Feagans (1974) and Friedman and eely (1976), is that both simul-

taneity and succession appear to be salient concepts for three-year-olds whem

assessed by mean's of the.comprehension of particular, terms. Ttxthermore, thd

term variability that has apparently led to conflicting findings is troublesome

for a semantic feature analysis of temporal terms, since such an analysis.

2 2 Li
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should predict developmental sequence that are general across,terms. It is.

similarly troublesome for Keller-Cohen's (Note I) claim that seauence precedes
V

simultaneity in language acquisitionN 'Finally, from a methodological int of

,view, the present study indicates that cospiehension tests that require the

child to perform two actions ate not insensitive meabures of simultaneit

Ginsberg ind Abrahamson (Note 2) suggest, if the actions can easil

'fórmed at the same time.
410,

The present study failed to suppOrt.H. Clark's (1973) predictions

cerning the acquisition of spatial terms and his 'spatial metaphor model of the

development of temporal underptanding. Terms considered by H. Clark to ba

positive were not consistently better comprehended than their antonyms nor

did beside appear to be a later achievement than many primary dimension terms.

)

v-

The latter result Suggests that Kuczaj and Maratsos' (1975) findingithat compY4,*
3

- \

f

hension of on the side was achieved later than in front of Cr in back of_
should not constitute support for a general distinction between primary, and

secondary spatial dimensions. In fact, even within the set of 'terms tested

-

there were differences between terms for the same spatial relationship.

Behind was easier than after, and ahead of was easier than before. Such

differences between terms for the same relationship indicate that factors

other than adult meaning contribute to the age at which particular terms are

acquired. In the case of before and after infrequent use by adults in the

s atial sense may be a limiting factor.

Another faatOr that appears to influence the age of acquisition of spatial

terms is the ease with which_directional terms can bb assimilated to the names

.of inherent partkof the reference objects. If we supplement the data of our

3-year-olds on S2 with those of Kuczaj and Maratsos' (1975) group,III (which



had a mean 4ge and ranges withi.n

22

hs of our group.) on their frontal

objeCt placement task, we find that 3 terms hMre comprehension scores consider-
,

ably greater than the rest of the set and have means of nearly,identical magni-

tude, mean proportion correct: in front of .87, in back of .87, and behind 439.

The former 2 terns have obvious inherent part referents, and Kuczaj and MaratsL .

Showed that the ability to iddntify the intrinsic front and back of objects,
4

was an earlier achidvdment than the analogeps relational responses. Less

obvious, perhaps, is that children use behind to refer to the inherent posterior

f various animate objects. It appears, then, from the present data.and those

of Kuczaj and maratsos that directional terms which derive from inherent object

parts can be accurately responded to by 3-year-old children, whereas other

directional terms may require an additional year or 2 to reach high levels of
ow

performance. "Inherent part terme, as'used in our discussion, shoUld not be

Confused with H. Clark's (1973) "intrinsic prepositions" since the farmer are'

only a subset of the latter.

:More direct support for.the precedence of inherent part terms comes from A ,

subsequent Unpublished study by the author. Twenty five 3- to 5-.0pear-olds

were teSted on a comprehension task similar to.the S2 task of the present study.
7

Terms from two sets were presented in random order. The set of inherent part

terms included in front of, in back of behind, on top of and op the bottom of.

The set of retational terms included before, after, ahead of above and below.

The mean comprehension score was greater for the set of inherent part terms

than for the relational terms, t. (22) 7 5.28, E < .01.

nificant Age improvement.between three. and five years,

Els <

Both sets showed sig-

F 1,2011,21 > 10.00
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comparison of individual spatija terms also indicates that diectidnal

)

axes, though frequently assumed in discussions of the concepts underlying

spatial language, may'he alien to the young child's understanding df particular

terms% If the childconstrucfed.his understanding of sPatial terms frpm a Single

.

axis running through the'fkont,and'back'of Objects we would not expect-to find
-. .

.

.

assymetry between the understanding of behind and ahead of as we did. Finally,

the _findings of the present study, like those of Friedman and Seely (1976),

show that the temporal understanding of a number of terms with joint spatial.aTid

temporal reference is not a later achievement than the analogous spatial under-

standings. Only the antonym combination aftbef was comprehended at an earlieD

age in tits spatial sense. The reasons for this difference will be discussed

below. H. ClarkYs (1973) spatial metaphor model has been previously evaluated

in light of contradictory evidenge (Friedman &,Seely, 1976) .and wIll not be

discussed here.

The result& discussed above illustrate the difficulty of making accurate

developmental predictions from the logical or linguistic analysis of adult

language. The development of young children's ability to understand particular

spatial and temporal terms appears to be influenced by factors Such as.the

frequency of adult use (Dunckley and Radke, Note 4), contextual supPort for

interpretatiOn_Os in inherent part terms) , as well as the still poorly under4

stood development of early space and time concepts. It is even clearer that

performance in comprehension studies is subject to the interaction between

task features, such as the complexity of,stimulus sentences and required
w

responses and children's reSponse strategies, such as responding in the order

of mention (Clark, 1971) , deleting the subordinate clause

or responding with,the next event in time (Coker, 1978).

(Amidon and Carey, 1972),
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An additioxv1 pair of-predictions was that when,temporal and spatial terms-

ap

2 4k

-

are first acquired they cannot be understood in relation to'mord than' a Single

reference event or objict. 'The-temporal prediction was confirmed. Before and
7-

,

after were consigfently correct for more than,half of the children, whereaa

aftaft, aftbef and befaft were consistently-understood by fewer than 40% of the

subjects. Befbef was scored consistently correct for about half pf Vie children,

but the true level of understanding was probably augmented by a tendency of

noncomPrehending subjects to make the doll first mentitned act before the others.

The limited nature of young children's ability to convert sentences using these'

relational terms 'i,nto ordered actions is most evident in the came of befaft.

Befaft sentences required the production of an order ofiction which was

dissonant with both the temporal placement of the standard doll and with the .

relative orderAof the referelCe dolls in the instructio Tkiese s tences

.44. 4

were consistently-understood by only 2 children. It aPpears that temporal

features of the spoken sentences can help or hinder-children s actinivout the

meaning of the instructions. This factor seems,most potWIt when,the nebory.

demands of sentences are greatest. In previous studies, Ferreiro and Sinclaif

0 (1971), using a sentence productiontask, ahd Amidon (1976), Barrie-Blackley

(1973)s, E. Clark (1971) Coker (1978), French-and Brown (106), and Hatch (1971),

using comprehension tasks, have shown similar interference effects 4ien the

spoken order of actions is dissonahtwiththe intended order.

The results pertaining to the spatial prediction were less ciear. :Some

spatial terns appeared better understood in the.single referent task than the

double referent task, whereas, others did not. "Comparisons between individual

terms in their single and double reference uses within individual age groups
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can be interpreted as showing that:Certain spatiaa terms are acquired late

but bnce adquired can bi applied equally well tc; single and dodble referefice

contexts. This pattern may be obscured,in comparisons in which .the 2 age groups

are Combined. TablO shows that the understanding of both before and after

Are late achievements; but within the'S-year-old group,..the terms are about

equa,lly well comprehended in.' eACh Context. Below appears to show similAr age
4

trends, but the term above ,dcga-not. The 3-year-ald group responded correctly
6,

-to above tin:abiout two thirds of the trials ba only responded, correetly.to
I t

abvabv on about *Dile third of the triali. Holiever, it is poaisible that reeponse

biases inglAted above scores to a greater extent than abvabv. scores. Thirty-

le-
tour percent of the.errors on S2 tasks other than'above consisted of placing

the stanaard doll above the reference doll. Only 18% of error responses on

-S3 tasks other than abvabv consisted of placing the atandard above the upper-,

most reference doll.' If above does fit the pattern of before, after and belOw,

and.this is by no means clear from the prtAnt study, then the distinction

between.inherent part terms'and relational terms, made aboie.-may predict not

only order- of 4cquisition but also range of application once acquiredt It may

2
be that the relational termS are acquired later than the inhe5 t.part terms,

.

but shortly after, acquisition can be applied equally well to single and double

reference contexts.

\The difference between aftbef spatial nd aftbef temporal, previously

mentioned, appears paradoxical, since both befbef and.aftaft are understood..,,,M!..

earlier in their temporal appliCatipns. The aftbef comparison seemt-to indi

, -

cate that spatial ';relational understandings are'achilved before temporal

relational understandings, whereas theicefbef,-and'aftaft.00MParisons are

consistent with the reverse developmental order. However, we have.noted



,

44,

a response bia2 in S3 may:have favored_wbetweenw responses, and that the

factor of word circler in ihe etimulus senteaces'cOntributed to inteiterm

variability in T3,- Given these Measturement probleiss It does not appear

possible to 'resolve thg question of 'prOrity of .spatiat.or temporil rellatiOnal

understandings of before and after from these d t

The cav_e1a4onal analyses did not sh6w,a C9nsisteht relationship between

lexical comprehension scores and time or spaCe concept measures. Perfor*mance
,r

on the temporal and spatial relational tasks-, 13 and S3, improv0 'substantially-
between 3 and 5 years at which ages the'temporal ordering and seriation scores

increased as well. But only one of the doublv reference items allowed a

nificant correlation with the conce/4 measure of the,same doMain when age was

statistically controlled.- Befaft temP6ral shared specifiC common variance

with the temporal ordering index, My: It is interesting that of'the tqmpQral

combinations, .befaft Sentences had the greatest dissonance 'b'etween the order
,

of articulation of the actors and the intended order of action.
, This dissq--

,

44" '

nance precluded mediating representations based on repe4tion_of parts 6f-the

stimulus sentence'such ap were apparent in several Of the,older children.

Five-year-old§ occasionally rehearsed the _temporal order aloud before responding.
4

For e)5ample, following an.aftbef sentence they might say, "Okay, After Linus'

and before Lucy." In order to perform successfully on befait sentences,some
- #

'othei means_ for representing tqmpOral order must have been sed7'. The corre-

lay.on between befaft and DA suggests that the ability to rePresent these more .

!

difficult sentences is related to the abilt to,representhetemporal orde

of events in a hypothetical daily sequence. Tst:ro previous studies. have tested

the relationshiR between time-language and time concepts or cognitive develop-

ent. weil (1974, cited iri Beilin, 1975) found:a significant correlation between



- a joint index of temporal vocabulary

- seVeral time doncept tasks.' Hewever,

tax ,anci -a. composite indei O.

omOrehension of the teris before and,_

after was not clearly related to _performance on a task that required the child

to order pictures of temporal' series ( .g. leaves falling off trees), The'

latter result is Similar to our own finding that T2 terms-were not specifically

- /

related to DA.. Ferreiro and Sinclair (1971)-report a relation between the

ability to conserve liquid and the ability tO produce senterices with.temporal

connectives that preserve the true order of events. UnfOrtunately, the data

are not presented, and one is not able to rule out.the possibility that .th

common variance is attributable to age changes alone. tn-general, there.iS

little.evidence that the ehild's-temporal understindin4 of:the termsbelOre

,
and after in a single keferenice conteXt ii related to-the ability tO order

,several piCtures in a temporal series. It shduId'be noted:, however' that.

neither Weil'h study nor the present experiment-Compared the ability to order

as few as Z\pictures with the,understanding of before and after. ,$econd, the.

...tiMe concept measure used,in this-study.cannbt.predict the comprehension of

.

.before andafter in.3-event sequendes -exeept in the special pasein \Which,
- 4

the order of'Mention of the standard doll vs. the refOrihce'dolls And-the-

order of Mention of the one reference doll vs. the other were dissonant with.,,

the semanticborder.

There was no evidence for specific relationsbetween seriation and the

comprehension of the spatial terms. windmiller (1976).has shown a significant

associatiom between the comprehensidn of spatial relational' terms'in a single

reference context and perfofmance ,on a different Piagetian spatial task,

tactile to visual matchihg Of shapes. But hef analyses did not show.whether

there was common variance,beyond that_attributable to age. The evidence of
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.-

,the present study aild.Windm4l9r's indicate that the tievelOpment

relational understandings is an achievement concurrent with progress on certain

Piagetian 4s-Patial tasks, but it is not Sufficient to show tbat kn4wledge of a,

,
; 4

child!s performance on these tasks gives a greater-ability t& predict

,

comprehension 'clf spatiaLterms than does knowliAge of the ehildis age alone.

The correlational analyses of the present study and two previg= stodi4s

mentioned illustrate the limited kind of information that can presentlybe

obtained from relating performance on temporal and spatial cognitive,and

-

Semantic tasks. Almost certainly we will'need &more detailed.knowledge of'

.spatial and temporal concepts and semantic deveaopment before e can. larifirs

the' relationship.

'0
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Table 1
7\

Number of Subjecs Meeting the Criterion of Pellet Pe formance

for Each Term or Term Copbination

S2

N=25 N=.24a

c

Behind 22 Betver 15

Above 1,7. Bethor 13

,

Beside 17 Belbel 13%

Together 16 Y Abvabv 12

Ahead 15 Aftbef 12

BelOw 15 Belabv '12
..

After 12 Befbef g

Before lp Aftaft 8'

-T2 T3

N=2

Together 19' Together 19

Same Time 19 Befbef 13

Before i6 1Aftaft

After 14 Aftbef 6

Befaft

-a
One subject was not administered this task.



Table 2
0 ^

314

Mean Proportion Correct for Each Term or Term Coibination bT Age

S2

Behind .89

Above .65

Beside .54

Together .58

Ahead 46

Below: .38

After .39'

. -

Before .27

Mean .52

S3

Mean

1.6 ;94

88 .76

.96

288 .72

.96 .70

.92 .64

..

,.71 .54

.71 .48

.4W .69

Temporal

T2

5

Mean

Betver .46 1.0 .71

Bethor .35 .86 .50

Belbel .19 1.0 .56

Abvalov .35 .95 -.63

Aftbef .38 .81 .59

Belabv .46 .73 .58

Befbef .27 .68 .46.

Aftaft .08 .68 435

Mean , - .32 .84 .55

41.,

T3

5 Mean

7

Together .85 .95 .89 Together .70 1.0 ' .84

Same Time .80 .92 .85 Befbef .62 :75 .68

.Before .54 .83 .68 Aftaft .38 _66 .52

After .47 .92 .69 ..- Aftbef .08 .67 ..36

407-7771eTaft .08 .21 .14

Mean .66 .90 78 Mean .3'7 .66- . .50



Table 3

SummAry of_Repeated Measures T-tests between Temporal and Spatial Uses

of the Terms or. Combinations Which/Have Temporal and Spatial Reference

35

r

'

-

Before

After

BeTbef

Aftaft

.TCuither

Better Understood
Use

g for
3,yr. olds

T9mporal .05

n.S.

Tetporal .01-

TeMporal .02-

Spatial

Temporal .05

overall

a
ci.T2 only.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Apparatus used in S2 an S3 tasks.
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